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within the culture of homicide at the Orient Express, Jim Lehrer brings jointly a forged of
characters as attention-grabbing because the ancient teach that may hold them from Chicago to
Los Angeles. In its heyday, the Santa Fe railroad’s well-known tremendous leader used to be
so replete with wealth and famous person that it turned often called “The educate of the Stars.”
And so we discover it in April of 1956, embarking from the Windy urban for its journey around
the Plains to the West Super Coast. Climbing aboard is an awesome spectrum of passengers.
There’s Darwin Rinehart, a as soon as nice Hollywood manufacturer whose most modern
motion picture used to be a complete flop and who now faces financial disaster and shame. In a
dismal recess of a educate automobile hides a mysterious, disheveled, sickly guy who has no
longer paid for a ticket, smuggled within via an unscrupulous porter. Millionaire Otto Wheeler
arrives in a wheelchair; deathly ill, he is aware that this can be his final journey at the nice train.
Clark Gable explanations a stir whilst he steps aboard, and even though he’s ridden those rails
for years, indulging in booze and girls with equivalent fervor, these round him feel that this time,
whatever is different. and eventually there’s former President Harry Truman, distinguished,
congenial, and regularly accompanied, for his protection, via a railroad detective. because the
large leader pulls out of Dearborn Station, the passengers—famous and infamous, nameless and
enigmatic—can’t in all likelihood think what lies ahead. For because the educate profits speed, a
chain of lethal occasions unfolds. Full of exceptional aspect and fervour for a misplaced global
of opulence and all its intrigue and delights, Jim Lehrer’s great spins Super a fancy net of
suspense. The twists Super and turns will retain readers turning the pages at best velocity to
complete essentially the most attractive tales of Lehrer’s prolific career.
most likely 10-15 years in the past now, I looked at a ebook from my neighborhood library
dependent ordinarily on its exciting conceal and the truth that it had a type of crinkly cellophane
protectors that I love. but in addition partially as the writer was once Jim Lehrer, and that i
remembered him as a newsman from TV. The publication was once crimson Dots. I bought
misplaced within the tale and even though the main points became fuzzy I usually nonetheless
discuss with it in dialog as certainly one of my favorites. i have discovered a section extra in
regards to the writer besides through the years and feature come to recognize him as a
compelling journalist, reliable newscaster, or even as simply an total "nice man". I hadn't learn
any longer fiction through Jim Lehrer until eventually a pair weeks ago, whilst i discovered
myself within the comparable library and whatever made me bump into his identify within the
Fiction section.Super used to be the e-book I picked up this time. one other glossy, crinkly,
snazzy cover. the tale sounded interesting. It was. What all started as an easy learn became a
tangled net of intertwined tales that concerned Super Harry Truman, Clark Gable, a suffering
motion picture producer, and a loss of life atomic investigator, between others, all weaving into
and round one another on board the great Chief, teach of the Stars, because it was once
recognized in its heyday. i could not positioned it down. My first impressions of a simplistic,
strange, made up story in accordance with what could have been mere impressions of the
recognized topics morphed slowly into recognize for the tale and every of the characters in
numerous ways. Lehrer defined their personalities in reminiscent of method that they started to

materialize in my head. i started to suppose deeply sorry for a few of them and offended at
others. I grew to become wrapped up of their escapades. the tip left me very unhappy yet with a
grin on my face. the simplest part? it is all according to Super truth. And one will be demanding
pressed to discover a extra trustworthy resource of fact than Jim Lehrer. Any ebook that Super
leaves me feeling the way in which this one did, trying to find extra information, no longer eager
to permit pass of the characters, writing a review(!), is my thought of serious fiction. cannot wait
so as to add this to my collection. And proceed on with Lehrer's prolific writing. the fellow has
written 20 novels. i've got many extra to go!Super
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